
AN ESSAY ON ROBERT FROST AND THE USE OF NATURE IN HIS POEMS

Free Essay: The Presentation of Nature in Robert Frost's Poetry Many of Robert Frost's Frost uses nature as a
metaphor, primarily, in his poems to express the .

Since those things relate to Frost, I think it motivated him to write this poem on a personal basis, like a short
But when it is all said and done and we have made our choice, there is still the road we didnt choose and often
times we wonder about the I think the reasoning behind his writing of this poem was because in life, you have
many obstacles to overcome and many choices and decisions to make, which opens a path that leads the way
to your future. The poem is about the speaker arriving at a fork in the road, where both paths are carpeted with
leaves. Show More We have essays on the following topics that may be of interest to you. In "The Road Not
Taken", the speaker comes across two roads. Nature is never portrayed as being vicious against man, or
working against man at all times, but there is an interplay between man and nature, which more or less
amounts to the reaction of people to nature's processes. He uses colloquialisms rather than dialects to portray
the New Englander. While, Frost had not originally intended for this to be an inspirational poem, line by line,
the speaker is encouraging each reader to seek out his or her own personal path in the journey of life. He tells
himself that he will take the other road another day, although he knows it is unlikely that he will have the
opportunity to do so. He has a keen interest in people and their troubles as seen in his character portrayals, for
he is always sympathetic towards people, never caustic, bitter or harsh. Nature is one theme that seems to play
a major role in the poetry he writes. Wilson thinks that he is the only true American poet; Kremborg calls him
definitely Yankee; and Munson calls him a pure classical poet. Frost's focus was on everyday subject matters.
Robert Frost's understated emotional appeal attracts readers of all literary levels. His poetry was mainly about
the life of the rural New Englander. Frost uses Nature to a great extent in his poetry, and of course it is the
nature of New England. After Apple-Picking describes how after a hard day of Some choices are easier to
choose while other takes some contemplating and time to resolve. Thesis M.


